OVERHANG CAP UNIT
1" EACH SIDE

DIMENSION TO BE DETERMINED BY ENGINEER

SPLIT OFF BACK 2" OF ALL
STANDARD UNITS ABOVE GRADE TO
MAKE SPLIT FACE ON BOTH SIDES
SEE FREESTANDING WALL
INSTALLATION SEQUENCE DRAWING
AND VERSA-LOK TECH BULLETIN #6

PIN STANDARD UNITS TO
ULTRA UNITS WHEN POSSIBLE,
APPLY VERSA-LOK CONCRETE
ADHESIVE WHEN UNABLE TO PIN

CONCRETE BASE
USE CONCRETE TUBE FORM

FENCE POST
OR HANDRAIL POST

SIDEWALK

30" MIN.

2'-6" MAX.

FREESTANDING WALL DETAIL (STRAIGHT WALLS ONLY)
TYPICAL HANDRAIL AND/OR FENCE POST
SCALE: 1/2"=1'